Katana parts diagram

The Japanese Katana is made up of a number of different parts. The images and descriptions
here will provide you with an overview and descriptions of them. That does it for katana parts.
Below you can learn how the parts of the scabbard and and blade are called. The art of
wrapping the sword hilt is called tsukamaki , and it requires a lot of patience, persistence, and
attention to details. For this art, the materials needed are glue, the cloth ito , paper, and the
tsuka. Scabbard Parts Katana Scabbard Parts. In Japanese, the scabbard for a katana is
referred to as saya , and the hand guard piece, often intricately designed as an individual work
of art, is called the tsuba. Other aspects of the mountings koshirae , such as the menuki
decorative grip swells , habaki blade collar and scabbard wedge , fuchi and kashira handle
collar and cap , kozuka small utility knife handle , kogai decorative skewer-like implement , saya
lacquer, and ito professional handle wrap, also named emaki , received similar levels of artistry.
Each blade has a unique profile, mostly dependent on the smith and the construction method.
The most prominent is the middle ridge, or shinogi. The shinogi can be placed near the back of
the blade for a longer, sharper, and more fragile edge â€” or a more moderate shinogi near the
center of the blade. The sword also has an exact tip shape, which is considered an extremely
important characteristic. The tip can be long okissaki , medium chukissaki , short kokissaki , or
even hooked backwards ikuri-okissaki. In addition, whether the front edge of the tip is more
curved fukura-tsuku or relatively straight fukura-kareru is also important. A straight,
linearly-sloped point has the advantage of being easy to grind, but it bears only a superficial
similarity to traditional Japanese kissaki. Kissaki have a curved profile, and smooth
three-dimensional curvature across their surface towards the edge â€” though they are
bounded by a straight line called the yokote and have crisp definition at all their edges. A hole is
drilled into the tang nakago , called a mekugi-ana. It is used to anchor the blade using a mekugi
, a small bamboo pin that is inserted into another cavity in the tsuka and through the
mekugi-ana , thus restricting the blade from slipping out. To remove the tsuka one removes the
mekugi. Some marks on the blade are purely aesthetic. Signatures and dedications written in
kanji and engravings depicting gods, dragons, or other acceptable beings, called horimono.
Some are more practical. There is no difference in ease of withdrawing a blade from the saya ,
or a reduction of the sucking sound, which many people believe was the reason for including
this feature on commando knives in World War II. Instead, the purpose is to lighten and
strengthen the sword blade. The grooves are consistent in structure to an I beam, lessening the
weight of the sword yet keeping structural integrity and strength. The basic design principle is
that bending causes more stress in material near the edge or back of the blade than material in
the middle, due to leverage. This yields stiffer blades of a given weight, or lighter blades of a
given stiffness. Furthermore the grooves always done on both sides of the blade make a
whistling sound when the sword is swung the tachikaze. If the swordsman hears one whistle
when swinging a grooved katana then that means that just one groove is making the whistle.
Two whistles means that both the edge of the blade and a groove are making a whistle, and
three whistles together the blade edge and both grooves would tell the swordsman that his
blade is perfectly angled with the direction of the cut. I have a japanese officers katana, there is
a slight wobble when cutting i. You could try wedging a piece of paper of metal into the tsuka to
make it more stable. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Katana Sword Parts. Did You Know The art
of wrapping the sword hilt is called tsukamaki , and it requires a lot of patience, persistence,
and attention to details. Katana Scabbard Parts. Katana Blade Parts. Katana Sword Tang Parts.
September 2, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The
materials used were beautiful, and every part of the sword had certain intricate designs which I
could not ignore. Not only did they provide me with the best items but their contact service was
great too. They were readily available and did not make you wait for a lengthy period which is
very nice since they were an engaging crew. Also, they were really dedicated to their jobs
because they provided information for most things; good communication and very pleasant! I
am very pleased with the outcome of the items I purchased and Not only that but I can also
comment on their customer service that they have been extremely helpful, enthusiastic,
energetic and very proactive with the needs and wants of their customers; truly professional
people who you would want to talk and do business with again. Absolutely recommended!!! I
already ordered 3 swords and each time it was way better than I could imagine it in my mind!
Thanks a lot for a professional service and attention to details. I also wanted have the design of
my house renovated to turn it into an ancient Japanese-themed one, so I thought of collecting
swords to display it in my home. So when I got my own katana, I was really surprised to get a
great-looking sword! It was perfect for the Japanese design of my house! The quality of the
craftsmanship is wonderful. I will definitely have another sword customized again for my
collection. I ordered one and expected that the sword would be ok and nothing compared to

original, but when I received my package and saw the weapon itself, I was surprised to see an
amazing katana which had the feel of a real samurai sword. Home Shop Shop. Custom Katana.
Samurai Suit. Clay Tempered Katana Learn more. Spring Steel Katana Learn more. Carbon Steel
Katana Learn more. Tsuba Learn more. Fuchi Kashira Learn more. Menuki Learn more. Seppa
Learn more. Habaki Learn more. Saya Learn more. Samegawa Learn more. Carbon
Electroplating Learn more. Sword Engraving Learn more. Custom Katana Start Now. Samurai
Swords View Now. Ninja Swords View Now. ES EN. We use cookies to ensure that we give you
the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site you understand and agree to
the use of cookies and accept them. I Agree Read more. I always thought that medieval sword
terminology is complicated. A few years ago when I first heard of the different katana parts and
components it completely blew my mind. There were so many indistinguishable words for
sections of the Japanese swords. Therefore, I had to do a lot of research. I fetched one of my
katanas off the shelf and took some great pictures. So, you can learn about the different katana
parts the right way. In this section, you will find detailed information on all the parts and
components of a samurai sword. Obviously, the blade is the most important component of a
sword. Thus, the Japanese swordsmiths had to come up with a solution to reduce the carbon
content. They found a method called folding. This gives the katana a very special look and
makes the parts of the blade quite different in comparison to European swords. Furthermore,
Japanese swordsmiths used a forging technique called differential hardening, which creates the
look the katana is most famous for. In case you want to learn more about sword steels and
forging techniques you can check it out. The kissaki is the point of the blade. In contrast to the
medieval swords, the shape of the blade tip is different. While European swords usually form
their point in the centre, the kissaki lies on the edge of the blade. The kissaski plays a key role
in the enormous cutting abilities of a katana. It is designed to improve the lethality of the blade,
by adding the possibility for thrusting attacks. Otherwise, the blade could only be used for
cutting, which severely reduces the options the wielder has. The Boshi is the temper line of the
kissaki. Only differentially hardened katanas have a temper line. The Yokote is the dividing line
between the kissaki point and the body of the blade. Most katanas have a yokote although there
are some exceptions. On some katana types, the tip of the blade is rather used for slicing
instead of thrusting. The mune is exactly the opposite of the hasaki. Instead of a sharp edge
used for cutting it is the blunt back edge of the blade. The Mono-Uchi is the third of the blade
that is closest to the kissaki point. The equivalent to the European sword is called debole. The
shinogi is the ridge running along the the sword. Typically it is closer to the back mune than to
the cutting edge hasaki. At this line the blade transitions from the angled portion of the cutting
edge to the flat section from the back of the sword. The nagasa is the length of the blade. The hi
is a groove carved into the blade. Like the fuller of a medieval sword, its primary function is to
reduce the weight of the sword. Not every katana has a bo-hi. The hamon line is a side-effect of
clay tempering the blade. By differentially tempering a sword a line is created that separates the
part of the sword that was covered in clay and the uncovered part. Traditional Japanese katanas
are differentially tempered to increase the durability of the sword. In this post, you can find out
more about clay tempering and sword steels. The tsuka is the other main part of the katana. The
tsuka is the handle of the sword. As with the blade, the tsuka is also divided into many small
sub-sections. The habaki is the metal collar located at the base of the blade. Although this
component is quite small it serves a very important function. The habaki supports the stability
of the sword during its storage in the scabbard saja. Another purpose of this katana part is to
strengthen the fittings below seppa, tsuba, fuchi. The habaki is fitted at the hamachi and
munemachi. The munemachi is the small mm 0. It divides the blade and nakago tang. The
habaki blade collar is slotted into both machi. The main function of the munemachi is to ensure
a tight fit between the habaki and the blade. Furthermore, when measuring the blade length
nagasa of a katana you draw a straight line starting from the kissaki point up to the munemachi.
The hamachi is a small mm 0. It divides the blade from the tang. The tsuba is the guard of the
sword. In general, the tsuba is round. Furthermore, it is quite common to decorate the tsuba.
There are a lot of awesome designs for the guard. In my opinion, they look great. Just as every
regular guard the main purpose of the tsuba was to protect the hand of the wielder from cuts.
These tiny metal pieces are located on both sides of the guard tsuba. They primarily serve as
spacers. The fuchi is the collar between the guard and the handle of the sword. This ornament
often features nature motives. The menuki are small decorative sculptures. Most of the time
they are depicting animals or mythological creatures, such as dragons. These ornaments are
meant to fit into the palm to increase the grip. They are made of bamboo. Flexibility of this
component is very important. When the sword gets impacted by a strike the mekugi should not
break. The tsuka-ito is the wrapping of the tsuka handle. The tsukaito is created from silk or
cotton. This is the ray or shark skin wrapping the handle of the sword. It is located under the

tsuka-ito. This kashira is the last part of the katana. The European equivalent is called pommel.
The kashira has a tiny hole, which is important in the makidome process. Makidome is the last
process of wrapping the tsuka-ito silk around the hilt. The tsuka-ito normally forms a knot on
one side of the tsuka handle. The wrapping then goes through the kashira forming the final
knot. The saya is the scabbard of the katana. Normally it is manufactured from very lightweight
wood with a coat of lacquer on the exterior. The sageo is a hanging cord made of silk, cotton or
leather. The textile is passed through the hole of the kurikata. It is commonly used to attach the
scabbard to the belt of the wielder. Koiguchi represents the scabbard mouth. When the sword is
in the saya the koiguchi has direct contact with the habaki. If the katana is crafted properly you
can turn it upside-down without the sword falling out. However, you can also push the sword
out easily with the force of your thumb. I hope I could provide you with the information you were
looking for. If you got any suggestions make sure to leave them in the comment field below. In
case you are interested in medieval swords as well, then check out my post about the parts and
components of medieval swords too. Thanks for making this post! This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Accept Read More. Japanese Swords. July July 1 comment. Table of Contents. Share Facebook
Twitter Pinterest Whatsapp. How to Disassemble a Katana? February What is Nugui Gami and
its Alternatives? November What is a Sai? Weapon Guide April Types of Japanese Swords 7.
October How many Times are Katanas Folded? September What is the Hamon Line? August
Why are katanas curved? July - Thanks for making this post! Thanks again! Ronin Katana's
complete line up of parts to help you build and cusomize your own katana. Ronin stocks katana
blades, tsuba, tsuka, saya, seppa, and habaki. Everything you need to customize a sword your
way. Clear All. Products Per Page: 8 12 16 20 40 Columns: 1 2 3 4 6. Add to Cart Compare. Quick
view. These are not going to slide right on perfectly. Add to Cart Compare Quick view. Compare
Quick view. Dojo pro pre-wrapped tsuka. Includes iron fuchi, kashira, and brass menuki. The
handle has not been drilled. To install it, you would need to drill through the handle and tang of
the blade and insert wood or metal mekugi pins of your choice Black dojo pro level laquered
saya with brown horn and black synthetic silk. Fits 28, 29, and 30 inch length pro and elite
blades. All saya will probably require some filing on the inside of the mouth to ensure a good fit.
In some cases, the fit may be Black dojo pro level laquered saya with black horn and black
synthetic silk. RK tsuba set from Ronin Katana. Includes fuchi and kashira. Items 1 to 12 of 41
total. To become proficient in using the sword we need to first understand our weapon from the
top down. This is important when looking for the optimal katana since it will help you better
understand the sword descriptions and what each component is made from. The nice thing
about katanas is that though the parts all have the same name, there can be a wide variation of
material used to create them or just in the general aesthetics of the parts. For example the tsuba
alone could come in brass, steel, silver, or gold and can have an infinite number of designs on
it. The tsuka most commonly comes in a leather or nylon wrap but can also come in more
unique materials. The metal itself as we learned in the previous step can come in various steels
and forging methods. I made the image below to help you identify the various parts of the
katana. These are either cheap imitators or solely are used as novelty props or Halloween
costumes. The length of the Tsuka or handle is very important so that we can have the proper
leverage and balance. Depending on what training you are in the length required can vary. Why
is sizing so important? If you try performing any martial arts with a katana that is too large for
you you then run the risk of misjudging your distance from the target, or yourself with the blade
which could result in an accidental slash. I strongly advise talking with your sensei to get the
proper length before buying. You could also seek advice from various online forums or in our
forum here as well to get feedback on how to size a katana. Again, as a little disclaimer
remember to use these weapons at your own discretion since they can be very dangerous and
anyone using a katana should have the proper training before doing so. The best way to
measure yourself for a blade in my opinion is the tsuka-to-arm-length ratio. This method
involves using the length of your forearm to get an idea of how long the tsuka should be. Get
out a tape measure or ruler and measure the length of your forearm. These blades will be lighter
and quicker to draw. By going with a shorter blade you also reduce the risk of inaccurate depth
perception. This is when you assume a target is further away than it actually is from your sword
which could result in accidental slashing. You are by no means limited to these swords but they
can help you find a starting point for what you may like, so lets get into my katana reviews!
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understand our weapon from the top down. How to Size a Katana The length of the Tsuka or
handle is very important so that we can have the proper leverage and balance. Measuring the
Tsuka The best way to measure yourself for a blade in my opinion is the tsuka-to-arm-length
ratio. Ninja weapons Half way down this page is another great katana breakdown. Under Federal
Regulation, the Federal Trade Commission requires that disclosures on any relationship which
provide any compensation at any time. From time to time, this website requires revenue to
provide free services to all users. Some links on this website contain affiliate or referral links
that compensates us for buying a product or service after being referral to from our website due
to any mention or recommendation. For that we are compensated with a commission. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy.

